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about 1,000 trees and 3.6 million live plants, the Sena Akshardham is home to an elephant, a
rhino, deer, leopards, tigers, macaque monkeys and about 300 different species of birds. You can

also see fake mummies and papier mâché reproductions of famous Indian people and animals.
The park is also home to 70 different rare species of plants that are endemic to India. Once a

symbol of British occupation, but now a centre of spiritual tourism for many Indians, the
Akshardham serves as a combination Hindu and Buddhist temple complex, combined with

European influences. Visitors can marvel at the vast and impressive bronze structure built to
spread the image of the Hindu god, Lord Vishnu. Visitors can also enjoy the sprawling gardens

that would be a joy to visit at any time of the day or night, and especially during the winter
months. However, the Akshardham is only open from November to March, making it an ideal
place to unwind in Delhi with some of the most spectacular wildlife in the city. There are also

many beautiful areas to relax in such as the Mughal garden and tranquil parterres. And if you just
want to see a complete different Delhi, why not visit the nearby Manek Chowk market, which

sells many of the handmade products you would expect to find on Delhi streets. I had just
finished dinner at one of my favourite places on the menu when my phone chirps at me. It’s a
friend letting me know that we had a small delay on our flight home. Would it be OK if I came

back now instead of the next day? I send back a quick message: Sure. They’re good about
connecting you, but the airline definitely has no obligation to do so. The friends who I was sharing

the flight with had chosen to meet me at this place we had shared earlier in our friendship
because it was a great little spot to have dinner in a quieter part of the city. There was some
drama with the friend and I didn’t need to be there for any of it, so I’d accepted the delay. I

hadn’t planned on it though. When my friend asked if
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